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Abstract

We present preliminary results from an analysis of dijet data collected dur-

ing the 1994-95 Tevatron Collider run with an integrated luminosity of 91

pb�1. Measurements of dijet mass spectra and dijet angular distributions in

pp collisions at
p
s = 1.8 TeV are compared with next-to-leading order QCD

theory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The production of hadronic jets is the dominant contribution to high transverse momen-

tum (pT ) processes in proton{antiproton (pp) collisions. High pT jets were observed since

the early phase of experimentation at the CERN pp collider and their production properties

are well described by perturbative QCD [1]. Predictions for the inclusive jet cross section

(and hence the inclusive dijet cross section) have been made using next{to{leading order

(NLO) QCD [2{4]. These O(�S

3) calculations, which include the possibility of a third ra-

diated parton, reduce theoretical uncertainties to 10{20%. We measure the inclusive dijet

mass spectrum and the dijet angular distribution in the D� detector [5] at the Fermilab

Tevatron Collider at
p
s = 1.8 TeV. Both measurements, when compared to NLO, consti-

tute a rigorous test of QCD. Previous measurements of the dijet mass distribution [6] and
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the dijet angular distribution [7] have been presented by the CDF collaboration.

II. JET AND EVENT SELECTION

Jet detection in the D� detector primarily requires the uranium{liquid argon calorime-

ters which cover pseudorapidity j�j � 4 ( � = �ln(tan(�=2)) where � is the polar angle of the
object relative to the proton beam). The calorimeters have electromagnetic and hadronic

single particle resolutions of 15%=
p
E and 50%=

p
E, respectively. They are transversely seg-

mented into projective towers of ����� = 0:1� 0:1 and have longitudinal segmentation

of eight to eleven segments depending on �. The electromagnetic modules (EM) include the

�rst four longitudinal segments and the coarse hadronic modules (CH) the �nal longitudinal

segment. The intervening segments comprise the �ne hadronic modules and the intercryo-

stat detectors. The total calorimetric depth exceeds seven nuclear interaction lengths for

j�j� 0.5. The calorimeters are also segmented into trigger tiles of ����� = 0:8� 1:6

and trigger towers of ����� = 0:2� 0:2, where � is azimuthal angle. The event vertex

is determined using tracks reconstructed in the central tracking system. The detector in-

cludes two trigger scintillator hodoscopes located on each side of the interaction region at

1:9 < j�j < 4:3. Timing distributions of particles traversing the two hodoscopes indicate

the occurrence of a single inelastic interaction or of multiple inelastic interactions during a

single beam{beam crossing.

Event selection occurred in two hardware stages and a �nal software stage. The initial

hardware trigger selected an inelastic particle collision as indicated by the hodoscopes. The

next trigger stage required transverse energy above a preset threshold in the calorimeter

trigger tiles. Selected events are then digitized and sent to an array of processors. Jet

candidates are then reconstructed with a fast cone algorithm and the entire event logged

to tape if any jet ET exceeded a speci�ed threshold. During the 1994{1995 data run, the

software jet thresholds were 30, 50, 85, and 115 GeV with integrated luminosities of 0.355,
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4.56, 51.7 and 90.7 pb�1 respectively. To avoid saturating the data acquisition bandwidth,

only a fraction of the lower threshold triggers were accepted.

Jets are reconstructed o�ine using an iterative jet cone algorithm with a cone radius of

R=0.7 in �{� space [8]. The algorithm uses preclusters formed from 1 GeV seed towers.

The jet ET is de�ned as the sum of each cell ET within the cone. The ET {weighted rapidity

and azimuth of the jet are calculated and the center of the cone repositioned on this axis.

The jet ET and direction are then recalculated until the cone direction is stable. The �nal

jet directions are calculated using the components of the jet energy vector. After all jets

are formed, closely spaced jets which share more than 50% of the smaller jet energy are

merged; otherwise, the energy is split evenly between the two, and the directions accord-

ingly recalculated. For the 1994{1995 data, prior to reconstruction, isolated energetic cells

(mainly due to calorimeter noise) were removed from the event. Removal occurred for 3%

of 100 GeV jets and for 10% of 350 GeV jets. In some cases this procedure removed energy

that was not due to noise. To correct for this any removed cell located within R=0.7 of a

jet axis was restored to the jet if the cell had no more than 50% of the �nal, restored jet

energy. The restored jet rapidity was recalculated with the ET weighted rapidity of the jet

and restored cell.

Background jets from isolated noisy calorimeter cells and accelerator losses are elimi-

nated with quality cuts. The fraction of energy detected in the EM modules for any jet

must lie between 5 and 95%. Also the ratio of energy in the second most energetic cell in

a jet to the most energetic cell must be greater than 0.10 (this cut is not imposed on jets

which include restored cells). Background from the Main Ring accelerator passing through

the CH modules is eliminated by requiring that the fraction of the jet energy in the CH

modules be less than 40%. It is required that the two leading ET jets pass these quality cuts

for the event to be accepted. Background from cosmic ray bremsstrahlung is eliminated by

requiring the magnitude of the summed transverse energy in an event, jE/T j, to be less than
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70% of the leading jet ET . Residual contamination from the backgrounds is estimated to

be less than 2% at all ET < 500 GeV based on Monte-Carlo simulations and scanning of all

very high jet ET candidates [9]. The overall jet selection e�ciency for j�j � 0.5 has been

measured as a function of jet ET and found to be 97�1% below 250 GeV and 94�1% at

400 GeV.

At high instantaneous luminosity more than one interaction in a single beam crossing

is probable. The event reconstruction retains, at most, two vertices. The quantity HT =

j�jets
~ET

jetj was calculated for both vertices. The vertex with the minimumHT is selected as

the event vertex and used to calculate jet ET and �. The selected vertex is also required to

be within 50 cm of the detector center. The z requirement is 90 � 1% e�cient, independent

of ET .

III. ENERGY CALIBRATION

The transverse energy of each jet has been corrected for o�sets, O, due to underlying

events and noise/zero suppression; the fraction of particle energy showering, S, outside the

jet cone; and calorimeter hadronic energy response, R. The corrected jet energy, Ejet, can

be related to the measured energy, Emeas, by Ejet = [Emeas�O]=[(1�S)�R]. The o�sets, O,
to jet energy are extracted from the energy densities as a function of � for single and double

minimum bias events. The single interaction energy deposition is due to a single underlying

event and to noise/zero suppression (U+N). The double interaction deposition is due to

two underlying events and the noise/zero suppression (2U+N). The � dependent functions

U and N are then used to subtract the energy o�sets on a jet{by{jet basis. The underlying

interaction correction for each jet is determined by the average number of interactions ex-

pected for the instantaneous luminosity observed at the time the jet was recorded.
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The out{of{cone showering correction, S, should compensate for energy (from particles

emitted within the cone) that leaks outside the cone during calorimeter showering. This

puts the experimental measure of jet energy on identical footing as the theoretical NLO

treatment which includes parton radiation inside the cone. Similarly, S must compensate

for particles emitted outside the cone but which deposit some energy inside. The energy

spectrum for jets was simulated with Herwig and the pattern of energy deposition at the

cell level for each particle taken from a sample of single particle showers collected at a test

beam [5]. After reconstruction with the 0.7 cone algorithm and for jets in the central unit

of rapidity, negligible energy ow was measured across the jet cone boundary.

The hadronic response correction, R, is based on the E/T balance in a photon{jets event

sample, after the jets are corrected for o�set, The photon candidates, designated \", in-

clude direct photons and jets with a high �0/� fraction that have fragmented into photons.

The response of the calorimeter to electrons is linear to � 1% for energies above 10 GeV [10].

The absolute electromagnetic calibration is determined using dielectron and diphoton de-

cays of the Z [11], J= , and �0 resonances. The \" candidates are selected by requiring

a reconstructed electromagnetic deposition above 8 GeV, candidate isolation, and shower

shape consistent with that of a test beam electron [10]. The latter two requirements en-

sure that these \" candidates have electromagnetic response, whether they are photons

or photon{like jets. The hadronic response for \"{jet events can be derived from data

using the conservation of momentum: R = 1 + [ ^nT � Ê/T ]=ET, where ^nT and ET are the

transverse direction vector and energy of the  and Ê/T is the missing ET vector. Figure 1

shows the measured hadronic response, R, as a function of E0 = ET � cosh(�jet), the ex-

pected jet energy if all the hadronic energy were contained in a single jet at the leading jet

rapidity �jet. The most energetic jets are located in the forward calorimeter. A 3% response

correction between the central and forward calorimetry was included, determined by direct

comparison of the response of equal energy jets in the two regions. Figure 1 also shows the

measured leading jet energy, Emeas, as a function of E0. Together, the two curves provide
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the relationship between Emeas and R.
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The response, R, is directly measured with data for Emeas less than 350 GeV and is

extended to higher energies using full Geant simulated {jet events. Figure 2 shows the

mean total jet correction as a function of ET for j�j � 0:5. The upper and lower curves

represent the correction uncertainty. Errors due to additional soft radiation in the event

and statistical errors from the high ET simulation have been included.

IV. INCLUSIVE DIJET MASS DISTRIBUTION

For each event that passes the quality cuts the dijet mass can be calculated, assuming that

the jets are massless, using the relationship; Mjj
2 = 2 � ET

1 �ET
2 � (cosh(��)� cos(��)).

Each event is weighted by the e�ciency of the quality cuts applied to the data.

The inclusive dijet mass cross sections are computed for two partially overlapping pseu-
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dorapidity ranges: j�j1;2 < 1:0 ; �� < 1:6 (j�j1;2 < 0:5), in contiguous mass ranges: 200, 270,

370, 500 (200, 220, 330, 420) GeV, corresponding to the various software jet thresholds.

The relative normalizations of the four trigger sets are established by requiring equal cross{

sections in the regions where two trigger sets overlap and are e�cient. The adjustments are

0.0�0.0, 2.8�1.3%, 5.7�1.5%, and 6.3�1.6% for the four mass regions used in this analysis.

The �nal observed cross section corrected for jet and event selection e�ciency is shown in

Fig. 3. The combined systematic errors are also shown in Fig 3, ranging from �13% at

200 GeV to �55% at 950 GeV. The systematic error is dominated by the uncertainty due

to the energy scale with smaller contributions due to jet selection (1%), vertex selection

(1%), the vertex cut (1%), the luminosity scale (8%) and the luminosity matching.
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represent the plus and minus 1� systematic errors (the dotted lines show the 0, �25% levels).
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Figure 3 also shows a prediction for the inclusive dijet mass spectrum from the NLO

parton event generator Jetrad [2]. The NLO calculation of the dijet mass spectrum has

been smeared by the measured jet resolutions. There is good agreement between the predic-

tion and the data over seven orders of magnitude. The data and theoretical calculation are

binned identically in Mjj bins. The NLO calculation requires speci�cation of the renormal-

ization and factorization scale (� = ET=2 where ET is the maximum jet ET in the generated

event), parton distribution function (cteq2ml [12]), and a parton clustering algorithm.

Partons within 1.3 R of one another were clustered if they were also within R=0.7 of their
ET weighted �; � centroid. The value of 1.3 R was determined by overlaying jets in data

from separate events and determining the separation at which the jet reconstruction algo-

rithm could resolve the individual jets. Variation of the pdf can alter the prediction by up

to 20% depending on Mjj . Variation of � between 0:25ET to ET can alter the predictions

normalization by 10{20% with someMjj dependence. In addition the choice of parton clus-

tering between 1.3 R and 2.0 R alters the normalization by � 5% with a small (2{3%) Mjj

dependence.

Figure 4 shows the ratio, (D�T )=T , for the data (D) and the NLO theoretical predictions

based on the cteq2ml [12] and mrsd00 [13] pdf's. Given the experimental and theoretical

uncertainties the predictions are in excellent agreement with the data. The cteq2ml pdf

gives the best agreement for the absolute normalization.

V. DIJET ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION

Measured in the dijet center of mass, the dijet angular distribution is sensitive primarily

to the QCD matrix elements, and relatively insensitive to the parton distribution functions.

Therefore, we can measure the properties of parton-parton scattering without strong depen-

dence on the details of the parton distribution functions. Moreover, the angular dependence

of the qg! qg, q�q! q�q, and gg ! gg processes are similar.
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the theoretical prediction ((D � T )=T ). The solid (open) symbols represent the calculation using

the cteq2ml (mrsd00) pdf's.
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At small center of mass scattering angles, the dijet angular distribution predicted by lead-

ing order QCD is proportional to the Rutherford cross section: d�̂ij=d cos �? � 1=sin4( �
?

2
).

It is useful to measure the angular distribution in the variable �, rather than cos�?, where

� = (1 + cos �?=1 � cos �?) = ej�1��2j. The dijet angular distribution is plotted in the variable

� in order to atten out the distribution and facilitate an easier comparison to theory [14].

The quantity measured in the dijet angular analysis is 1=N (dN=d�), which is measured

in bins of the dijet mass Mjj. The other variables of interest are the center-of-mass pseudo-

rapidity, �? = 1
2
(�1 � �2), and the pseudorapidity boost: �boost =

1
2
(�1+�2). The two leading

ET jets were required to have a maximum pseudorapidity (�max) less than 3.0. Four mass

bins were then chosen so that the trigger used to collect the data is 100% e�cient whilst

maximizing the statistics and � reach (�max). Once the value of �max is chosen then a cut

is made on the �boost of the dijet system so that there is uniform acceptance for the � range

being examined. The boost cut is kept at 1.5 for all mass bins for simplicity, although a

larger boost cut is possible for some mass bins. The mass, �, and �boost ranges are described

in table I.

Min ET1 Mass �max j�?maxj j�boost maxj

55 260 � 425 20 1.5 1.5

120 475 � 635 13 1.3 1.5

120 550 + 18 1.45 1.5

175 635 + 11 1.2 1.5

TABLE I. The mass bins and their � and � ranges.

The dijet angular distribution is relatively insensitive to many systematic e�ects. Unlike

the dijet mass spectrum, the dijet angular distribution shows little e�ect due to the overall

14



energy scale. However, since � depends on �� directly, it is very sensitive to � dependent

quantities. The e�ects of multiple interactions and an � dependent energy scale are the two

dominant sources of error in this analysis. The approximate size of each systematic error is

shown in table II.

Systematic Study Approximate % E�ect

Statistical Error � 5%

Multiple Interactions � 8%

Jet Quality � 1%

Jet Quality E�ciencies � 1%

Missing ET � 1%

Vertex � 1%

Split/Merge Events � 2%

Energy Scale Correction � 2%

ET and � Smearing � 2%

�-bias � 2%

� dependent energy scale � 10%

TABLE II. Sources and sizes of the systematic errors in the dijet angular distributions.

The leading order and next to leading order theory was calculated using Jetrad [2].

The dijet angular distributions were calculated using an inclusive cross section with j�j < 3:5

and 40:0 < ET < 500:0 GeV. The extended � range and the lowered ET cut were used

in order to allow for 3 � of smearing in ET as well as �. The cteq3m parton distribution

functions were used with a renormalization scale of ET=2 of the leading ET jet. The theory

was smeared in ET and � in order to compare it to data, although as shown in the previous

table, the e�ect of ET and � smearing is small. Four mass ranges are shown compared to the

LO and NLO predictions of QCD in Fig 5. The \wiggles" in the theoretical predictions are

15



due to statistical uctuations in the Jetrad calculation. We see that the NLO predictions

agree better with the the data � distributions than the LO predictions. Finally, Fig 6

demonstrates the e�ects of varying the renormalization/factorization scale at NLO on the

dijet angular distributions. For the scale values studied only a small variation to the NLO

predictions is observed.

FIG. 5. Comparisons of data to NLO and LO predictions of QCD using jetrad with cteq3m

and a renormalization scale of ET=2. The errors bars are statistical. Shown at the bottom of each

plot is the plus and minus 1� systematic error band.

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have measured the inclusive dijet mass spectrum for j�j1;2 < 1:0 ; �� <

1:6 (j�j
1;2

< 0:5) and 200 < Mjj < 1100 GeV at
p
s = 1.8 TeV. The QCD NLO model,
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FIG. 6. Comparisons of data to NLO predictions of QCD using Jetrad with cteq3m and

renormalization scales of ET=2 and ET . The error bars are statistical. Shown at the bottom of

each plot is the plus and minus 1� systematic error band.

using two di�erent pdf's is in excellent agreement with the Mjj dependent shape of the ob-

served inclusive dijet mass spectrum. We have also measured the dijet angular distribution

which also agrees well with QCD NLO predictions in all mass bins.
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